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In the face of the increase in financial stress levels and dismal data in some important emerging
markets, we have made only modest downward revisions to our global growth forecasts for 2016.
That is because we expect China to avoid a hard landing, and domestic demand in the large
developed economies to continue to grow at a solid pace in the absence of the imbalances that
usually bring business cycles to an end. But what if we are wrong and the global economy slows
dramatically over the coming months or even falls into recession? What policy options would the
leading economies have and would they be enough to kick-start growth again?

Investors perceive that there is little policy space left. According to this line of thought, excessive
government debt in most developed economies would prevent aggressive fiscal policy actions
and monetary policy would be constrained by already enlarged central bank balance sheets, not
to mention doubts over the effectiveness of past actions. We do not agree. Expansionary fiscal
policy focused on increased public infrastructure spending would lift demand and, as long as the
right projects were selected, boost potential output, limiting any increase in public debt burdens.
Meanwhile, quantitative easing, which could be accelerated or restarted, only touches the surface
of the unconventional instruments at central banks’ disposal. Policymakers could push short-term
interest rates deep into negative territory, lift inflation targets and introduce nominal GDP targets.
Under certain circumstances, some central banks could formally agree to purchase government
debt issued to finance looser fiscal policy without ever selling that debt back into the market; or
deliver money financed helicopter drops directly into household bank accounts. If so much policy
space exists, why then is there considerable scepticism about what policymakers can do? Much of
it boils down to politics. There is a big difference between what can be done and what will be done,
especially when there is likely to be even more opposition to these policies than those pursued
since the financial crisis. Predicting how policymakers will respond is therefore difficult. What is
clearer is that any timidity in the face of the next global downturn will be rewarded with a deeper
and more prolonged crisis than is necessary.
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Testing the limits

The increase in our financial stress indicator to above average levels over the past few weeks (see chart 2), coupled with the
deterioration in global manufacturing and emerging market economic conditions (see chart 3), represent clear downside
risks to our forecasts for the US economy to expand by 2.5% in 2016. Our assumption is that financial stress will abate and that
the improving labour market and solid real income growth will underpin a healthy increase in domestic demand. But what if we are
wrong and the economy disappoints? How would the Federal Reserve (Fed) respond? Clearly it would depend on how much the
economy slows. A modest slowdown that only temporarily prevented progression in the labour market and underlying inflation would
result in the fed funds rate being kept near zero until conditions began improving again. A more significant deceleration in growth
that caused the unemployment rate to increase and underlying inflation to fall further below target would present a greater dilemma.
One school of thought is that the Fed would be reluctant to re-start its quantitative easing (QE) programme unless the economy
fell back into recession. This is due to more scepticism on the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) about the efficacy of the
programme. In practice, we think it would be difficult for the Fed not to act aggressively. First, the current blockages in Congress
make a meaningful fiscal expansion in the face of much weaker growth unlikely. Second, as the economy slowed, FOMC members
would not know whether a recession was unfolding until it was too late, so may be inclined to act on a precautionary principle. Third,
as the economy slowed, markets might panic, forcing the Fed's hand.

If the economy did slip back into recession, QE4 would initially look much like QE3: roughly $85 billion per month of Treasuries
and mortgage-backed securities, open-ended until the Fed was confident that it was on track to meet its objectives. But would it
be enough? We have our doubts. QE boosts the economy indirectly, through wealth effects from rising asset prices and keeping
short- and long-term real interest rates lower than they would otherwise be. It also relies on the transmission of policy through the
banking system. Although policy should be more effective than it was after the financial crisis because the banking system is in
better shape and private balance sheets are less impaired, QE may still not be enough to generate strong growth and prevent
inflation from slowing dangerously. At that point even more unconventional policies would need to be considered. As outlined in the
global overview, there are a number of options. The most effective, however, would be to launch helicopter drops of money,
combined with a commitment to return inflation or nominal GDP to its previous trend. This idea was first outlined by Milton Friedman,
then popularised in a speech by Ben Bernanke, and involves turning on the printing presses and directly crediting household banks
accounts. It is like a tax cut that does not need to be financed by government debt. While most economists think that such a policy
would be effective, the political barriers would be large. QE was widely opposed and there have been attempts by Congress to keep
the Fed on a tighter leash through audits and constraining its mandate and independence. One does not have to be particularly
imaginative to guess the scale of the backlash to helicopter money.
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